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So, I’m reading this excellent biography of Bonhoeffer right
now, and I’ve been mulling this question. Well, I guess it’s
twofold, really.
Background: You probably know this already, but just in case.
In Nazi Germany the German church pretty much abandoned any
form of orthodox Christianity in order to fit in with the
culture. Bonhoeffer, Niemoller and others formed the
Confessing Church as a stand for true Christianity in the face
of the cultural abdication of the wider church. Most were
either imprisoned or killed for their efforts.
1 – Do you think that the American church is undergoing a
similar shift to fit in with cultural norms on a broad scale
that could threaten orthodox Christianity (clearly, hopefully,
not to the extent of the Reich church, but still, I see some
possible parallels)? What do you think are the areas in which
the American church is most at risk? Why?
2 – Do you think we have leadership that is taking a stand for
orthodoxy in a counter-cultural and true way on the national
scene? If so, who?
Yes. The American church acquiesces to the culture in various
ways which are detrimental to the Gospel. It’s tricky because
it is vital to the Gospel that the Gospel (whose hands and
feet are the church) be relevant. Churches which are highly
separatist and never adapt to or accommodate culture do
violence to the Gospel as well, so it’s tricky. And we’ll none
of us ever get it 100% right. Ever. I keep trying to tell God
humility is overrated; he never listens.

I think there are two veins in which American churches are
perhaps more American than Christian. One is liberal; one is
conservative. (Brilliant, I know.) The tendency is to point
the finger at the other and overreact for fear of falling into
the other’s traps. We’re so focused on not falling into this
trap, that we don’t even notice that what we think is a bunker
is merely another trap of another sort.
Now to your actual question: What are these traps?
Liberal:
Of course there are the far left examples like: Employing poor
hermeneutics which 1) Undercut Scripture as a text which is
not historical or literal at all, and 2) justify sin, usually
sexual sin such as premarital sex and homosexual sex and the
sexually-related sin of abortion. And then there is the
slightly more subtle trap of feeling the need to bend over
backwards to kiss the keister of Science. Finally, there is
the acquiescence of the (pseudo)tolerance mantra of
hypermodernism: partly out of fear of being legalistic, partly
because it is more comfortable, we succumb to Relativism.
Conservative:
Employing poor hermeneutics which truncate Scripture as a text
which is entirely literal (it seems to me that this is a very
Western thing to do, but I could be wrong; it could simply be
a human thing to do… we feel more comfortable in black and
white). Such a lack of hermeneutic leads to overly hard-nosed
positions about creation and “the woman issue” among other
things. It also leads to, instead of justifying sin, creating
an extra hedge of rules so that we can be darn sure we avoid
the undignified, socially unacceptable sins, perhaps
especially, sexual sin.
And then of course there’s the idea of a Christian America; or
that politics can fix every(one else)thing.
Traps for all:
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism is probably a problem for both

sides. So is materialism of course, privatism and spiritual
professionalization—You’d better keep your hands off of my
individual rights and my private life… and: spiritual things
go in one compartment, which is private and has no business
interfering in the public sphere: ie. faith and science and/or
faith and business. Professionalization is also quite Western.
I love this quote from GK Chesterton’s Heretics:
But if we look at the progress of our scientific civilization
we see a gradual increase everywhere of the specialist over
the popular function. Once men sang together round a table in
chorus; now one man sings alone, for the absurd reason that
he can sing better. If scientific civilization goes on (which
is most improbable) only one man will laugh, because he can
laugh better than the rest.
Professionalization

probably

also

includes

running

our

churches too much like businesses.
Finally, Q number 2: Yes. What’s tricky about this is that one
must sometimes be under the radar to be counter-cultural,
partly because when you’re counter-cultural, no one wants to
listen to you! Eugene Peterson, Tim Keller, NT Wright, Nancy
Pearcey, Os Guinness (an outside perspective is always
helpful) and the Trinity Forum, Jamie Smith, especially in the
area of how we do church and spiritual formation… I’m sure
there are others, including my colleagues who are currently
working on assessing and addressing this issue of cultural
captivity: first creating an Ah-ha moment about our cultural
captivity, and secondly, creating a way out of captivity and
into freedom.
Good question!
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